Students buzzing about cancer fundraiser
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Cardboard is the new black

GT Art 1 mural honors
Malala Yousafzai
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Outside of Stewart Field, juniors Tori Johnston and Chloe Gletow set up for Box City. In the background is an
outdoor movie screen on which the students watched Disney’s Frozen.
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PARCC testing comes to Central

Roving
Reporter
How do
you feel
about the
new PARCC
testing?

Photos by Alex Eng

“I like it because
it prepares
us better for
college.”
- Jessie Farrigan

“I heard that there
wouldn’t be able to be
field trips in March,
April, or May. I thought it
was kind of dumb.”
- Justin Siegel

New classes are in session

“It’s a better
alternative to HSPA
testing because it has
more useful types of
questions.”
- Kelsey Freedman

“I think it’s a good
idea but the new
schedule is too
complicated.”
- Aedan Boyle

HCRHS Random Drug
Testing Data

STUDENT LIFE
Thinking inside the box
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Students ﬁght against homelessness by experiencing it ﬁrst hand

“Even though
homeless families
in Hunterdon don’t
necessarily sleep
in a box, it is about
giving up the
comforts of home
for a night.” said
Duerr.
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Juniors Tori Johnston and Chole Gletow and
development director Colleen Duerr of Family
Promise participate in this year’s Box City event.

Teens without borders: kids get published in high school
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Chandni Khawaja’s book The Noble
War.
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Hunterdon Central teachers and students
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Ryan Herbst gets his head shaved by student Analisa Vizzoni to riase money
for cancer research.
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Paul Urban receives support from students and staff at Buzz for the
Cure.

Students will not rest until a
cure for cancer is found
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Lanterns are lit in the bleachers at Stewart Field to spell out “Hope” and “Cure” during 2013 Relay
for life.

Abbie Rizzo holds a sign advertising
for Relay for Life.
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students unite in the ﬁght against cancer
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Cathy Stutzman buzzed her hair at Buzz for the Cure and donated it to
Locks of Love.

Teachers shave for cancer:
all the buzz at Central
Cartoon by Bridgette Powell
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Michael Couch gets his head shaved in the Fieldhouse to raise money for
cancer research as eager students and staff watch.
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Juniors face the
parking space race
Changes to the tier system bring
new concerns to the juinor class

The tier system for parking seems to be problematic for the juniors in the 2013-14 class.
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Net neutrality? Forget neutrality

“...this decision
has given this
year’s juniors
an unforeseen
disadvantage.”

ARTS&LIVING
X-Men: Days of Future’s Past makes history
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The
“sorta”
amazing
Spider-Man
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Mural showcases youth activism
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SPORTS
Girl athletes raising the bar
June 11, 2014

Who are you
rooting for in the
World Cup?
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Madison Heft consistently cleared
great heights this season.
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Niki Cleary, Madison Heft and Sabrina Anderson practice before a meet.

There is no off-season for fall athletes
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Girls soccer and volleyball train for the upcoming fall season.

